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Abstract
Beryllium (Be) has been chosen as plasma facing material for the main wall of ITER, the next
generation fusion reactor. Identifying the key parameters that determine Be erosion under reactor
relevant conditions is vital to predict the ITER plasma facing component lifetime and viability. To
date, a certain prediction of Be erosion, focusing on the effect of two of such parameters, surface
temperature and D surface content, has not been achieved. In this work, we develop the first multiscale KMC-MD modeling approach for Be to provide a more accurate database for its erosion, as
well as investigating parameters that affect erosion. First, we calculate the complex relationship
between surface temperature and D concentration precisely by simulating the time evolution of the
system using an object kinetic monte carlo (OKMC) technique. These simulations provide D
surface concentration profile for any surface temperature and incoming D energy. We then describe
how this profile can be implemented as a starting configuration in molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. We finally use MD simulations to investigate the effect of temperature (300-800K) and
impact energy (10-200eV) on the erosion of Be due to D plasma irradiations. The results reveals a
strong dependency of the D surface content on temperature. Increasing the surface temperature
leads to a lower D concentration at the surface, because of the tendency of D atoms to avoid being
accommodated in a vacancy, and de-trapping from impurity sites and diffuse fast toward bulk. At
the next step, total and molecular Be erosion yields due to D irradiations are analyzed using MD
simulations. The results show a strong dependency of erosion yields on surface temperature and
incoming ion energy. The total Be erosion yield increases with temperature for impact energies up
to 100 eV. However, increasing temperature and impact energy results in a lower fraction of Be
atoms being sputtered as BeD molecules due to the lower D surface concentrations at higher
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temperatures. These findings correlate well with different experiments performed at JET and
PISCES-B devices.

1. Introduction
With increasing demand of energy in the 21st century, replacing scarce fossil fuels with new energy
resources is inevitable. Nuclear fusion power may offer practical, power plant scale energy
production with an unlimited fuel supply. During the last decades, a wide range of studies have been
carried out to investigate fusion performance and fusion reactor designs. ITER [1] will be the first
experimental tokamak-like nuclear fusion reactor to produce net energy, based on deuterium (D)tritium (T) plasmas [2]. Due to the ITER design and operation requirements, extreme conditions are
expected for the plasma facing components (PFCs) such as thermal loads, temperature and particle
fluxes. Therefore, selecting appropriate materials for different components of the device is critical
and highly demanding.

The ITER blanket system, which is designed to slow down high-energy neutrons coming from
plasma and to extract their heat energy, is one of such components that directly face the confined
plasma [3]. Beryllium (Be) has been chosen as first wall material of ITER blanket, due to its low
fuel retention, low plasma contamination and its oxygen gattering properties [2,4]. As a result of
non-perfect plasma confinement, Be will be exposed to D plasma, leading to erosion of the wall
material. Erosion of PFCs can become a show-stopper by limiting their lifetime [5]. Therefore,
characterizing the sputtering of Be (by D) and understanding the underlying mechanism is essential
toward predicting, and ultimately controlling the adverse effects of plasma-surface interactions
(PSI).

A few experiments have been dedicated to study these PSIs by exposing Be targets to D plasmas,
for instance, in the JET tokamak [6] and the PISCES-B linear plasma facility [7-9], as well as using
ion beams [10]. The experiments show a complex erosion behavior; consisting of e.g. release of
BeD molecules [8], change of D surface content, as well as temperature dependent erosion yield
[5,9,10]. Such uncertainties hinder reliable prediction of Be erosion in future fusion reactors. In
addition to experiments, computer simulation of the Be-D system has also contributed to a better
characterizing erosion and gaining insight of the underlying mechanism. For instance, Be erosion
and redeposition, along with emission profiles and chemical erosion of BeD molecules, have been
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accurately modeled by ERO calculations [11] across several devices. Erosion of pure Be and Bebased materials exposed to D has also been studied widely at the atomic scale, mainly by molecular
dynamics (MD), initially focused on the effect of impact energy and flux, but recently also
including surface temperature and D surface concentration [9,12-16].

However, a complete description of the latter effects had not been achieved to this date. Our
previous study, MD simulation of cumulative D impacts on Be surfaces, showed a complex
outcome for molecular erosion [16]. Due to very different D surface content at different surface
temperatures, larger Be-D molecules were also emitted when the D concentration increased in the
topmost layer. These results were unphysical for reactor-like conditions, caused by MD being
limited to short time scales, and consequently high irradiation fluxes [15]. However, MD is a
valuable tool to study low-energy irradiation effects in materials and quantifying erosion yields in
order to gain insight in the underlying processes.

Therefore, the present study was designed to investigate erosion of equilibrated Be surfaces, in an
kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)-MD multi-scale approach. The complex relationship between surface
temperature and D surface content has been appropriately calculated by longer time-scale approach,
KMC technique. The KMC outcome provides initial substrate structures for MD closer to
experimental condition, which allows gaining insight into effect of surface temperature and
irradiation energy on Be erosion. Further, this approach is able to offer a more precise database of
erosion yields to the large scale impurity transport codes such as ERO [11].

2. Method
2.1 KMC
2.1.1 Overview
The kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method is a modeling technique aimed to simulate the time
evolution of a system by randomly sampling the different processes that may happen in the system,
according to their probabilities, i.e., rates [17]. When the modeled processes are enforced for
objects such as impurities or defects, the method is known as Object Kinetic Monte Carlo (OKMC).

OKMC is one of the preferred techniques to study defect evolution in solid materials [18-20]. The
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model assumes that there are several different states in a system and the transitions between these
states are known and independent of time. These transitions are the input parameters of the
algorithm, and the dynamic evolution of the system out of equilibrium is followed by OKMC [2123]. Since OKMC only takes into account defects (self-interstitial atoms, vacancies, impurities and
their clusters) but not the lattice atoms themselves, simulation boxes of the order of few μm and
large time scales of the order of hours (even days) can be simulated. Different OKMC algorithms
exist, depending on the modelled processes, objects, probabilities and interactions. One of such
models designed to study long term evolution of damage in irradiated solids, for instance in fusion
reactor materials, is called MMonCa [24].

In MMonCa, the transition rates (migration and dissociation events) are modelled as Arrhenius laws
with an activation barrier and a prefactor. In this simulator, defect evolution in solids are followed
by three modules: 1) objects or defects and all their possible transition rates and interactions 2)
computing time evolution by a rate manager 3) creating spatial transitions and defect interactions by
a space manager [24].

In MMonCa simulator the objects are defined as defects that introduce undesired effects on
materials applications (here in ITER fusion reactor). MMonCa needs two sorts of input data: (i) an
activation energy and a prefactor for each transition that might happen, such as migration or
dissociation of defects and (ii) the initial positions of the defects present at the beginning of the
simulation. Further details regarding function implementation, as well as more thorough description
of objects diffusion and reactions, can be found in ref. [24].
Previously, the MMonCa has been successfully applied to study low energy helium irradiation on
tungsten in a wide range of temperatures to determine tungsten fuzz growth [25]. Here, we used
MMonCa to investigate the effect of surface temperature on D depth profile in Be.

2.1.2 Parametrization
OKMC simulations were performed using MMonCa code to study the relationship between Be
surface temperature and D diffusion and depth profile in Be. Single D atoms, carbon (C), vacancy
(V) and a D atom trapped in a vacancy (DV) are considered as objects, which can migrate,
dissociate from or pile into clusters in the system. The barrier for migration and formation of all
mobile objects are parametrized in table 1. These values are obtained from literatures mostly
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obtained with density functional theory (DFT) calculations [31]. Since Be has a close-packed
atomic structure, the concentration of intrinsic interstitial defects is smaller and defects are
completely dominated by vacancies [26]. Therefore, Be interstitial defects are not taken into
account during this study. Detail description about mobile objects parameterization and validation
considered in this study, are explained below.

In fusion reactors, irradiation damage or thermal excitations will generate vacancies in the Be cell.
Hence, in this study various vacancy concentrations (C v) (0, 1, 5, 10 and 20%) were introduced in
Be cell, bearing in mind that formation of divacancies is energetically unfavorable due to their
negative binding energy [33].

Another dynamic mobile particle in our system is D. Hydrogen isotopes are known to be
successfully trapped in Be [29]. D tends to be trapped in a V and the V sites are filled first before
the interstitial sites [28]. Eventually, V traps become saturated and untrapped D atoms diffuse as an
interstitial either deeper in the material or toward the surface [34]. However, ab initio studies shows
that two D atoms trapped in a vacancy cannot form a molecule, and dissociate into two separate D
atoms [29,32,33].

D is greatly attracted by vacancies in Be, therefore a single D prefers to remain in a V and form a
mobile D-V particle, due to D having a lower detrapping energy than trapping energy [28,32].
When a D occupies a V site still plenty of space, remains in V to accommodate more D [29]. DFT
calculations report that up to five separated D atoms can be held in a monovacancy site in Be solid,
accordingly, all the interactions of D with DV are introduced in our simulations.
DnV + D → Dn+1V ; n=1-4
Nevertheless, Dn+1V particles are considered immobile in Be [28,32].

In order to create more trapping sites and make the simulation more realistic, 1% C impurities as
mobile particles, were also introduced to the system. These impurities were accommodated in Be
interstitial sites and the migration barrier for extrinsic interstitial C in Be was calculated in this
work, using the nudged elastic band (NEB) technique [35,36]. The simulation was carried out in a
way that C atoms are able to trap up to four D atoms and become immobile. The interactions of D
atoms with C were introduced to the system.
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DnC+ D → Dn+1C ; n=1-3

2.1.3 Simulation set-up
An elongated box of Be with dimensions X = 10 nm, Y = 10 nm and Z = 100 nm was created to
perform simulations. The depth of the simulation box (100 nm) was considered long enough to
allow the simulation of diffusion and migration of D ions in Be. The free surface was considered at
top Z surface, considered as a desorption surface. Furthermore, atoms reaching the bottom of the
cell in Z direction were considered to migrate deeper into the bulk and hence ignored. Moreover,
periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) were applied in X and Y directions in order to model an
infinite surface.

The initial positions of implanted D ions were calculated with the SRIM code [37], by irradiating
Be with D ions at 50 eV. The ion flux was 10 24 m-2s-1, taking into account the reflection yield
provided by SRIM. Different vacancy concentrations and 1% carbon impurities were also inserted
in the simulation cell. Finally, D irradiation simulations in Be, at impacting energy of 50 eV, and the
time evolution of objects were performed at six different temperatures (300, 400, 500, 600, 700 and
800K), with the main aim of calculating the D surface content in Be. The simulation times were up
to 1.2 seconds.
In our OKMC simulations many aspects of D migrations and defect diffusions in ITER first-wall
relevant conditions, were examined. Eventually, D distribution profile at different temperatures was
calculated from OKMC to set up accurate substrate structures in MD. Due to MD time scale
limitations, diffusion evolution processes are not accessible by MD, therefore, OKMC will assist
MD to reproduce the simulation conditions closer to experimental conditions.

2.2 MD
2.2.1 Overview
Molecular dynamics (MD) is an atomistic scale computational method suitable for studying atomic
bond breaking and formation when appropriate reactive interatomic potentials are used. Thus, it is a
suitable technique to investigate the erosion mechanism of chemically active systems under highly
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controlled conditions, such as systematically varying desired parameters.

Here, D irradiation of Be surfaces was simulated with the MD code PARCAS [38]. The evolution of
the system is explained here by the forces between the atoms, defined by interatomic potentials. To
calculate the interatomic forces during our simulations, a many-body bond-order classical potential
[39] was used. This potential is classical, although its parameterization is derived from quantum
mechanical calculations.

2.2.2 Simulation set-up
The MD simulations were carried out in two main steps: first mixed Be-D surfaces were prepared,
and then the D irradiation was performed.

The cells were initially created by relaxing a hexagonal closed packed structure (HCP) at the
desired temperatures, including opening of the perfectly flat (0 0 0 1) surface normal in the Z
direction. The cells originally consisted of 6048 Be atoms in a box of dimensions X = 2 nm, Y = 2.4
nm and Z = 10.1 nm. After the initial relaxation, The Be substrate structures were modified to
accommodate D and vacancy profiles given by the OKMC runs for each temperature. The
procedure was handled with special care by first creating vacancies in the relaxed initial cells and
then re-relaxing new cells. Next, D atoms were inserted according to D surface content profiles
given by OKMC, taking into account the number of D accumulated in a V at different temperatures.
In order to keep the created cells close to the equilibrium conditions, the Be cells were relaxed after
each D implantation for 10 ps.

After creating the new equilibrium Be cells, these Be surfaces were irradiated with 4000 noncumulative D impacts varying the impact energies (10, 30, 50, 100, 150 and 200 eV) and surface
temperatures (300, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 K). All the impacts were performed normal to the
surface. All irradiations were carried out non-cumulatively in order to keep the substrate
equilibrium and create more controlled conditions by keeping D surface contents constants over
substrate morphologies. Therefore, only the impact point was varied in each event, by randomly
shifting the cell in X and Y directions.
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Further details regarding the methodology, use of PBCs, electronic stopping, pressure and
temperature control and treatment of sputtered and backscattered particles, can be found in ref. [40].

3. Results
3.1 OKMC
Figure 1 illustrates equilibrium D distribution in Be for different vacancy concentrations for two
different temperatures. The number of D atoms in a given depth range is normalized to the density
of Be atoms in the bulk. As can be seen from both graphs, D atomic density can reach high values,
especially near the surface. At 400K surface temperature, D atoms accumulate only in the first few
surface layers, while in layers deeper than 6 nm, there is almost zero D concentration. With
increasing temperature, D atoms distribute deeper and more evenly in the cell, as revealed in the
right-hand graph of figure 1. Moreover, a linear dependency of D distribution on vacancy
concentration is reported. As mentioned earlier vacancies are more favorable defects to
accommodate D atoms rather than interstitial sites in Be, therefore, higher vacancy concentration
provides more traps for D atoms to accommodate and hence higher D concentrations. It should be
noted that D depth profiles are varying weakly for 0-10% vacancy concentrations.

The OKMC results indicate that at higher temperatures, D atoms distribute more evenly and deeper
in the cell, and therefore D surface contents decrease by increasing temperature. Figure 2 illustrates
the final D profiles at 5% vacancy concentration (reasonable for mixed crystalline, and co- and redeposited layers) to set up accurate substrate structures in MD at different temperatures.

The quantities displayed in table 2 show the number of D atoms trapped in a vacancy at the
different simulation cases studied here. A strong temperature dependency of D concentration on the
number of vacancies is observed during the simulations. At the early stages of our simulation, all
vacancies were filled with up to 5 D atoms and all other incoming D atoms diffused in the cell as
interstitials. D atoms tend to accommodate in a vacant site rather than becoming interstitials. As the
simulation goes on, at lower temperatures D atoms remain in vacancies and form immobile D 5V
defects. At higher temperatures, D atoms are de-trapped from vacancies regularly because of their
lower binding energy and diffuse fast toward bulk as an interstitial.
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3.2 MD
This study is carried out to focus on the interaction between the prepared in equilibrium amorphous
Be surfaces and irradiating D ions. Therefore, there is no interest in further evolving the surfaces
and hence the non-cumulative simulations were performed. The total Be erosion yield at different
surface temperature and irradiation energy is represented in figure 3. The results clearly show how
different D surface contents of Be cells at different temperatures affects the Be erosion behavior.
With increasing surface temperature and hence reduced D surface concentration, the erosion yield
of Be increases within the error bar, for ion energies greater than 10 eV. At lower surface
temperatures where D concentrations are higher (there are more D neighbors to surface Be atoms),
the probability of hitting a Be atom with incoming ion is lower than higher surface temperature,
which leads to lower total Be erosion yield.

The ion energy dependency of the total Be erosion yield is significant (Fig. 3). At 10 eV impact
energy, it is highly unfavorable for Be atoms to receive enough energy to erode from the surface at
normal incidence, therefore, there is almost zero sputtering yield at this impact energy. With
increasing impact energy, the total Be erosion yield increases with temperature, where it peaks at
100 eV. For energies higher than 100 eV a reduction in total yield is observed, which is due to larger
penetration depth of D ions at higher energies, which lowers the surface interactions.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of modelled and measured total Be sputtering yield at 300K surface
temperature as a function of incident ion energy. The experimental yields were measured in
PISCES-B facility, using a polycrystalline Be sample [41]. The sputtering yield of Be atoms fits to
experimental data from ion beams using a fit format developed by Eckstein et al. [42], scaled by a
factor of 0.5, is also plotted. The MD data follows a similar trend as the Eckstein fit, however, the
values are much lower. The difference between MD and experimental yields is considerable
specially for impact energies higher than 60eV. It is believed that the reason for this difference is
related to D surface content and surface morphology changes, however, the experimental yields still
follow the same trend as in MD simulations.

The fraction of Be atoms that are sputtered as BeD molecules is illustrated in figure 5. The results
show a high surface temperature and impact energy dependency, where increasing both parameters
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lead to a reduction of the BeD erosion yield. At higher temperatures and hence lower D
concentration, there are less D atoms than what is initially bound to Be atoms, which lead to lower
BeD erosion yield. Moreover, as the impact energy increases, single Be atoms are eroded via
physical sputtering rather than swift chemical sputtering [14], lowering the BeD molecular fraction.
It should be noted that among the sputtered species there were around 1% BeD 2 molecules of all
BeD molecules.
Both in the PISCES-B [41] and in the JET tokamak [5] experiments, BeD molecular erosion has
also been observed, supporting the incoming ion and surface temperature dependency reported in
the present study, which showed a linear drop in BeD:Be ratio with increasing surface temperature
(see figure 6). When measuring a BeD signal from Be tiles in the JET first wall, a clear intensity
drop is observed in the 500-700K temperature range [5].

4. Discussions and conclusions
Keeping the modelling conditions close to fusion reactor-like conditions is essential to reliably
study erosion of PFCs. However, parameters such as D concentration and surface structure in the
sample are difficult to determine experimentally, and nor is clear how the D concentration affects
Be sputtering. Previously, we studied D irradiation on Be scanning over different parameters
(temperature, impact energy and flux) by MD simulations only [16]. The dependence of surface
temperature on D accumulation and surface morphology was estimated but due to MD time-scale
limitations and high ion flux, the confidence in the output was compromised. Later, we prepared
samples with various D concentration in the top 5 Å of the surface at different surface temperatures
(decreasing D concentration with increasing temperature) and performed 3000 non-cumulative D
irradiations of each sample scanning over incoming ion energy. The results were inconsistent due to
wrong D concentration approximation.

Therefore, a multi-scale approach is taken here instead. Equilibrium D depth distribution in Be are
first calculated using the OKMC method. Then, the initial MD cells were created, for the D and
vacancy distributions given by OKMC. Finally, sputtering yields are calculated by MD.

Equilibrium D distribution profiles are obtained at different surface temperatures. The OKMC
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simulation results confirm a strong dependency of D surface content on the surface temperature. At
lower temperatures, a high concentration of D atoms was accommodated close to the Be surface,
with the D being favorably trapped in vacancies. Increasing the temperature made D atoms to
diffuse fast toward bulk and stay in mobile interstitial sites instead. Note that due to the low
migration energy of D (0.6 eV) and the absence of divacancies due to their repulsive binding energy
[33], OKMC simulations reveal that the trapping and de-trapping processes of D with vacancy is the
key process in the strong dependence on the temperature of D concentration.

Total Be and BeD molecular erosion yields, for varying impact energy and surface temperature,
were calculated by MD simulations based on the OKMC depth profile. The results indicate a strong
temperature (D surface content) and impact energy dependency. The total Be erosion yield
increased with the surface temperature and hence with decreasing D concentration. Having more D
in the surface increases the probability that incoming D ions hit D atoms at the surface and split the
energy of the incoming particle and reduce the probability that either particles could sputter Be in
collision cascade. It also reduces the chance of a backscattered collision with Be that could sputter a
Be atom. Moreover, erosion yields increased with ion energy up to 100 eV, but reduced for energies
larger than 100 eV (in the range studied here) because of higher D penetration depth. One of the
main aim for this work is also to calculate the fraction of Be atoms that are sputtered as BeD
molecules. MD simulations, confirmed the reduction of sputtered BeD molecules with increasing
temperature and ion energy, as reported by experiments done at PISCES and JET, and also obtained
by previous MD simulations with temperature-independent profiles [14].
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E migration (eV)
[26]

E formation (eV)
0.96 [27]

V

0.89

D

0.6 [28]

0.88 [26]

D-V

1 [26]

0.85 [29]

C

0.76 [from NEB, [30]] 0.4

Table 1. Migration and formation barriers of mobile particles (V=vacancy, D=deuterium, D-V=D
trapped in a vacancy and C=carbon) in the beryllium cell.
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Fig.1 Equilibrium D distribution in Be for different vacancy concentration at 400K (left) and 700K
(right). The number of D atoms in different layers are normalized to the number of Be atoms in
bulk.

Fig. 2 Final D distribution in Be at 5% vacancy concentration to set-up MD initial structures at
different surface temperatures.
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300K

400K

500K

600K

700K

800K

1% V

-

5

-

-

4.11

-

5% V

-

5

-

-

4.01

-

10% V

5

4.99

4.99

4.95

3.8

1.32

20% V

5

4.99

4.99

4.95

3.26

1.13

Table 2. Number of D atoms trapped in a vacancy site in Be at different surface temperatures and
vacancy concentrations.
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Fig. 3 Total Be sputtering yield by D irradiation as a function of temperature for different impact
energies.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of modeled (by MD) and measured (by PISCES-B) total Be sputtering yield by
D irradiations as a function of impact energies at 300K surface temperature. The Eckstein fit is also
plotted by a factor of 0.5.
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Fig. 5 The fraction of Be eroded as BeD molecules as a function of surface temperatures for
different impact energies.
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Fig. 6 A comparison of BeD:Be ratio obtained by MD and experiments done at JET and PISCES as
a function of surface temperatures.
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